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→ For  45 years, Ace Manufacturing & Parts Company has been supplying clutch as-

semblies and components worldwide. 

→ Reduced cost:  E-Z Rider clutches are priced nearly $100 lower than the most 

popular O.E.M. clutch. 

→ No cores to handle:  Because we are the manufacturer, we supply all new parts 

and assemblies made and assembled at our plant in Sullivan, Missouri. 

→ Shipping Policy:  We strive to ship all orders entered before 1:00 PM the same day. 

→ Freight Policy: 4, 8 or 16 clutches, mixed or matched, will be shipped freight pre-

paid or an allowance can be made for customer arranged pick-up. 

→ Mack Application: As part of the E-Z Rider series clutch line, we offer EZ108935-51 

and the heavier version EZ108935-51H.  New 9 spring clutches have typically been 

reserved by the dealers. 

→ Warranty: For 12 Months and unlimited mileage, Ace clutches are warranted to be 

free of defects in material and workmanship. 

Why choose Ace E-Z Rider? 
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→ Friction Material: Ace Manufacturing is the only clutch manufacturer in the U.S.A. 

that produces the friction material used in their clutches. 

→ Fiber Brake Spacer:  Shipped free of charge in every new Ace clutch.  The spacer 

is essential to achieving brake squeeze where the flywheel has been resurfaced. 

→ Training and Fieldwork:  As an added service, Ace will provide training and trouble-

shooting free of charge.   

→ Dual Adjust: Ace clutches incorporate E-Z adjust feature, as well as the manual ad-

just. 

→ Disc Springs:  Every Ace clutch is shipped with disc that have premium, chrome sili-

con, valve quality, and cryogenically treated springs.  A patented process exclusive 

to Ace. 

→ State-of-the-Art Assembly:  Unlike the competition, every Ace clutch is shipped as a 

“serialized” matched unit.  Our 15.5” units go through a series of lasers and load 

cells, where measurements are taken and digitally recorded to the specific serial 

number assigned. 

→ Ace E-Z Rider series clutch units are used by many nationwide carries, such as 

Yellow, Roadway, National Lease, U.P.S., Pam Transport, Waste Management, 

Celedon, and numerous other carriers. 

 


